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EDITORIAL INTRODUCTION

Dragi čitatelji i suradnici,

Dear readers and colleagues,

Dobrodošli u rujansko izdanje znanstveno-stručnog
časopisa za ekonomiju i ostale društvene znanosti Oeconomicus.
U ovom izdanju se nalaze posebno zanimljive teme.
Počevši od znanstvenog rada na engleskom jeziku o
organizacijskoj podršci banlansiranim karijerama
žena, koji je dobio posebno izvrsne međunarodne
recenzije, izvornog znanstvena članka iz područja
psihologije budućih mladih znanstvenika psihologa,
do također izvornog znanstvenog rada iz područja
ekonomske statistike te ostalih ekonomskih tema.
Ovaj put želimo podijeliti s vama informaciju koju
smo dobili od EBSCO Publishinga, a to je da se
baza u kojoj se nalazi Oeconomicus, nalazi među
prve tri akademske baze po svojoj posjećenosti,
čime se povećava mogućnost međunarodne
prepoznatljivosti i veće citiranosti svih radova
objavljenih u Oeconomicusu.
Zahvaljujemo našim pretplatnicima na ukazanom
povjerenju i našim suradnicima na kvalitetnim
radovima koji se dobro nadopunjavaju s
nepristranošću, kvalitetom i visokim standardima
koje u Oeconomicusu njegujemo od samog početka
izlaženja časopisa..

Welcome to the September issue of a scientific
journal for economics and other social sciences Oeconomicus.
In this issu, there are some especially interesting
topics. There is a paper written in English about
organizational support for balanced women's
careers. This paper has received particularly
excellent international reviews. This issue contains
an original scientific article from the field of
psychology written by future young psychology
scientists, as well as original scientific paper
covering area of economic statistics issues and other
topics form business and economics area.
This time we want to remind you that Oeconomicus
is indexed in EBSCO Publishing Database, one that
is among the first three EBSCO academic
databases for its visibility. This fact is increasing
the possibility of international recognition and
citiation of all papers published in Oeconomicus.
We thank our trusted subscribers and our associates
for theil quality papers that is well complemented
with the neutrality, quality and high standards that
we have been nurturing in Oeconomic since the very
beginning of its publishing.

Želimo vam ugodno čitanje,

We wish you a pleasant reading.

Glavna urednica:
dr.sc. Gabrijela Budimir Šoško, doc.
i
urednički tim Oeconomicusa

Chief Editor:
Gabrijela Budimir Šoško, PhD
and
Oeconomicus Editorial Bord Members
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Upravljanje karijerom

Career Management

M. Sc. Jasenka Gojšić1 and Gabrijela Budimir Šoško, PhD

ORGANIZATIONAL SUPPORT OF WOMEN BALANCED CAREERS THEORETICAL RESEARCH
IZVORNI znanstveni članak

ABSTRACT

Original Scientific Paper

Globalization, information technologies, demographic
changing of the working population and the values of the
generation X and beyond, have been changing the way
people work and the meaning of the work in a person’s
life. In the same time, the highly educated women, as a
new phenomenon in history, have been asking the
specific requirements to be made within the
organizational milieu. Large, industrial organizations
seem to be just an accident in the history of the
humankind. Considering everything, people seem to be
less and less accepting of the rigid organizational forms
and of the ultimatum of choosing between the family and
work. All the above appears to be changing
organizations, working arrangements and careers. The
balance of the work, social life and self-development is
not only the “meter” of the state of economy, culture or
life style. The search for the balance is also a personal

quest, driven by the career’s anchors or orientations.
This paper is placing a focus at importance of the
balanced career of women, as an important issue for
both, the women and for their employer organizations.
Considering the matter from the individuals’
perspective, the organizational mechanisms that support
and hinder balanced careers are worth exploring, with
the assumption that the balanced people are valuable
contributors, experienced and interested in their working
life. The aim of the exploration is to understand what is
practically important to the women with the balanced
career orientation and what can be done by the
organizations to attract, retain and fully engage the
balanced careerists. The purpose of this paper is to give
preliminary scientific theoretical background of
organizational
support
of
women
balanced
career, which will be followed by research results.

Keywords: balanced careers, organizational support, human resources management

ORGANIZACIJSKA POTPORA BALANSIRANIM KARIJERAMA ŽENA
TEORIJSKO ISTRAŽIVANJE

SAŽETAK
Promjene koje su posljedica globalizacije i tehnološkog
važnog pitanja ne samo za žene, već i za njihove
napretka promijenile su način doživljavanja i značenje
poslodavce. Uzevši u obzir pretpostavku da ljudi koji su
posla u osobnom životu. Istovremeno, visoko educirane
uspjeli uravnotežili ove čimbenike u svom životu,
žene, kao novi fenomen u povijesti, postavljaju
vrijedno doprinose, iskusni su i zainteresirani za svoj
specifične zahtjeve u organizacijskom miljeu. Velike
posao, podrška ili prepreke od strane organizacije
organizacije sve se više čine kao nesretna okolnost u
balansiranim karijerama, svakako je vrijedna
ljudskoj povijesti. Uzevši sve u obzir, ljudi sve manje i
istraživanja. Cilj rada jest postizanje razumijevanja o
manje prihvaćaju rigidne organizacijske forme i
tome što je ženama s balansiranim karijerama važno u
ultimatum izbora izmešu obiteljskog života i posla, što
praktičnom smislu i što organizacija može učiniti kako
mijenja radne uvjete i karijere. Uravnoteženje posla,
bi privukla ovakav tip zaposlenica. Svrha rada jest prikaz
društvenog života i samorazvoja više nije samo pitanje
preliminarnog znanstvenog teorijskog okvira, koji
stanja u ekonomije, kulturi ili životnog stila. Ovaj rad
prethodi rezultatima provedenog istraživanja.
stavlja fokus na važnost blansiranih karijera žena, kao
Ključne riječi: balansirane karijere, organizacijska potpora, upravljanje ljudskim resursima
1

jasenka.gojsic@isoropia.hr
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INTRODUCTION

1.1. Starting point
At a certain moment in life, some women may come
to recognize the importance of wholeness of one’s
being: living a productive professional life, being
socially engaged and developing themselves as
human beings in bodies, minds and emotions.
Others again may find themselves in a situation that
would not allow their total dedication to the work
and the career any more. The reasons, whether
internal or external, may require from the person to
be balancing three life areas: work, others and self,
making decisions regarding the interrelationships as
for example finding an organizational milieu that
would offer support, or at least allow for the
balanced career. Regarding the matter of offering a

1.2.
1.1.

support, organizations seem to range somewhere
between two extremes: organizations that require
total flexibility and dedication to their systems and
those that would provide challenges and allow some
freedom to their employees. Regarding both
extremes and possibilities in-between them, the
question arises: how do they influence the balanced
careerists? What makes the organizations’ influence
correct (good for the employee), bad or missing, in
the eyes of who choose to pursue the balanced
careers?
The question emphasizes a larger matter than mere
work-life issues and appears to be broadly discussed
and intensively present in contemporary literature.

Definitions

For the thesis Derr’s definition of career is used:
career is a long-term work history characterised by
an intended and intentional sense of direction that
allows and honours aspects of one’s personal life
(Derr 1988, p5).
Individual career orientation comprises an
individual’s motives, values, talents, and perceived
personal constraints that are the central component
of an employee’s subjective self-concept that he/she
is unwilling to relinquish (Chompookum and Derr
2004). There are five career orientations (Derr
1988):
1. getting ahead
2. getting secure
3. getting high
4. getting free
5. getting balanced.
People vary in terms of their career orientations.
Everybody has some level of each, and levels and
therefore dominant career orientation could change
during one’s lifespan.
The second orientation or backup career orientation
is the second dominant internal career orientation.
The second career orientation influences sharply
expectations and the attitude of balanced careerists.

This will be discussed in some depth in the
following chapters.
The balanced careerist values equal career, selfdevelopment and relationships with others,
including family. The work is important for them,
but it does not take precedence over other
relationships nor does it occupy so much time that
there is none left for oneself (Derr 1988, 144).
The balanced career is built around three segments
of the equal importance: work, social life and selfdevelopment.
For the sake of better understanding, the construct
was further developed: work should provide money,
self-actualisation and professional development to a
person. Social life includes family, friends and
community. Self-development could involve
looking after health, constant education (not only
for the sake of professional development), having
hobbies and leisure. The question is in what way,
according
to
participators’
perception,
organizations’ support or hinder the balance of
those three segments of life, which are equally
important for the employees with balanced career
orientation.

ORGANIZACIJSKA POTPORA BALANSIRANIM KARIJERAMA ŽENA - TEORIJSKO ISTRAŽIVANJE
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1.3. Research question
1.2.

The research question: “How do the organizations
support or hinder the balanced career?” The
literature covers a vast variety of exploring on
career orientations, anchors, motivations, career
paths, and on the other hand it presents, tests and
describes different forms of organizations, concepts
to assess organizations, ways to design them.
Accounts about the real life, explorative research
about organizations’ influence on careers are rather
rare. What do people, specifically balanced
careerists, look for in their working organizations to
enable them to flourish, to give their best?
The research aim is to understand how
organizations support balanced careers.
Why women, not people? At the beginning, the
difference between men and women was not an
issue. But, as the selection of candidates through
interviewing developed, it became ever clearer that
only few men with the balanced career were
considered. For pragmatic reasons, the research
domain became focused on women only. There are
differences between men’s and women’s
understanding and attitude toward the career. For
example, Mainiero and Sullivan argue that: ’’Rather
than singularly striving for career goals, the women
in our research determined the set of options ... that
mark the best fit at the time, always considering the
impact of their decisions on others in their lives.”
In contrast to that: ’Men’s careers had a linear, or

sequential aspect - challenges first, concerns about
the self, then a later focus on balance and others that was more straightforward than the complex
kaleidoscope patterns and multiplicity of
career/family decision making of women.”
(Mainiero and Sullivan 2005).
But the prime interest of the research was to explore
women’s perception of their respective working
organizations, women’s good and bad experiences,
fulfilled or diminished expectations regarding
organisational support in pursuing balanced lives
and boosting balanced careers. On one side there is
a person, her career influenced and composed of
three areas: work, social life and self-development.
On the other side there stands an organisation. It was
intentionally left to women to speak about their
impressions of their organisations, to present their
constructs of organisational influence, to name
organisational constituencies in their words,
following the explorative nature of the research. No
organisational concept was applied to guide the
interviews and force respondents to evaluate their
organisations according to strategy /policies/
processes, or any other, dimensions. As Gunz says:
“One of the great curiosity of our field is disjunction
between what we study and what the world does.”
(as cited in Baruch 2007). So, the intention appears
to be to see what the world does.

2. DISCUSSION
There are wide varieties of organizational policies
that have been applied in order to help employees
fulfilling work and home responsibilities. Studies
suggest organizational benefits of family-friendly
work practices such as improving the retention or
recruitment of skilled women, reducing absenteeism,
increasing productivity, reducing hiring and
refraining costs. Frequently applied policies seem to
be: flexible time, part-time and job-sharing
arrangements, formal work at home arrangements
and paid maternity leave. However, employees’
experiences in research prove to be inconsistent
to policies’ aims, especially as it relates to career

10

opportunities, level of involvement in all aspects
of work life and perception of employee
commitment (McDonald, et al. 2005).
But what really do balanced careerist women
expect from their organisations? Are all those
ideas and practices reflected in their stories? The
research into organizational support for balanced
careers is nested in theory about organizations and
careers. Both theoretical domains are wellestablished, the literature is extensive and the
challenge of this chapter is to provide
framework for the research and, at the same time,
specifically define the domain of the research.
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Therefore, starting from the defined part of the
research question - balanced career - a concise
overview of new vs. traditional career concepts is
provided, followed by more detailed explanation of
the Derr’s career orientation model.
Overview of the organisational influence on careers

2.1.
1.3.

consists of three parts: (I) examples of
organisational responses to needs at different levels
of Maslow’s hierarchy, (II) influence of
organizational structure on employees’ careers, and
(III) organizational responses to different career
orientations and life stages of the employees.

Careers

Career is not a simple construct, nor does it belong
to a particular scientific field. Four major scientific
fields have contributed to career concept:
psychology with construct of personality, sociology
with social structure, education with vocation
constructs and management with organisation of
work (Peiperl and Arthur 2004). Therefore, career
might be seen from a different perspective and
described in many ways. To make it even more
complicated, career has been under serious
reconstruction mainly due to organisational changes
and the social shift from organisational towards
individual needs.
Career as a concept arose in industrial states after
World War 2: “Stable personalities were seen to
give rise to enduring vocational choice; vocational
choice was seen to occur in a relatively stable
employment structure; organizations were seen as
the mechanisms through which the employment
structure attained largely predictable economic
productivity.” (Peiperl and Arthur 2004, 3).
The ground-breaking contributions for career
studies in the broader organisational studies were
made in 1970s at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) by a group of four scholars:
Lotte Bailyn, Douglas T. Hall, Edgar Schein and
John Van Maanen. They contributed: (I) a definition
that applies to all people and all organisational
forms; (II) time as a key mediator for individualorganisational relationships; (III) establishing
career as a focus for interdisciplinary study; (IV)
subjective and objective perspective of a career
(Arthur 1994).
From that time the notion of career developed from
a linear progression toward a multidimensional,
holistic, even dynamic system (Bird, Gunz and
Michael 2002). There are converging trends in the
industrial nations impacting the workforce and

career concept, which is going under a serious
reconstruction (Brousseau, et al. 1996) (Benko and
Weisberg 2007) (Stiles 2008):
• demographic changes: more employed women,
smaller middle-aged population segments, older
population in Western world, new forms of families
- all that requires new understanding of working
population and its needs;
• differences between generations - generations X
and Y vs. baby boomers; X and Y emphasise the
importance of family life and are less willing to
sacrifice it for the career;
• raising importance of well-being, selfdevelopment and happiness in the society - work is
the important ingredient, but it is not the whole life;
• globalisation and uncertainty of job market building career in ever changing landscape of
companies, rise of geographical mobility and
migration, shifting from manufacturing to
knowledge based economies (Drucker 1993);
• changes in the way people work due to impact of
information technologies - working in virtual
companies, virtual teams, teleworking, flexible
arrangements, and home offices.
Baruch synthesized differences between traditional
and new career as shown in Table 1(Baruch 2004).
While the success of traditional careerist has been
measured by position, income and power, new
career success is described as personal satisfaction,
elevating “the significance of the subjective over
the objective career” (Arthur 1994, 301) and
measured by marketability and employability
(Viney, Adamskon and Doherty 1995, as cited in
Lips- Wiersma and Hall 2007).
In the ‘post entrepreneurial corporation’1 the
simple construct of a career as a hierarchical
progression has been falling apart.

1

Post-entrepreneurial practices involve entrepreneurial creativity and flexibility to established businesses. They include buying
previously internal services on the market, building strategic alliances with suppliers and customers, bringing external relations
inside and let them influence company policies and practices. (Moss Kanter 1989)
ORGANIZACIJSKA POTPORA BALANSIRANIM KARIJERAMA ŽENA - TEORIJSKO ISTRAŽIVANJE
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Moss Kanter stated: “...career development has
become less intelligible but also less circumscribed.
There are fewer assured routes to success, which
produces anxiety. At the same time, career paths are
more open to innovation, which produces
opportunity.” (Moss Kanter, 1989, 88). Or, as

Herriot and Stickland put it:”...instead of ‘career’
meaning a series of positions within the
organization, of which many were promotions, the
term has come to mean the series of deals that they
can negotiate with their employers.” (Herriot and
Stickland 1996).

Table 1: Transforming Career
Aspect
Environmental characteristic

Stability

Dynamism

Career choice being made

Ones, at an early career age

Repeated, sometimes cyclical at
different age stages

Main career responsibility lies
with:

Organization

Individual

One organization
Long
Incremental

Several organizations
Short
Transformational

Loyalty and commitment

Long time working hours

Job security

Investment in employability

Advance according to tenure

Advance according to results and
knowledge
Inner feeling of achievement

Career horizon (workplace)
Career horizon (time)
Scope of change
Employer expect / employee give
Employer give / employee expect
Progress criteria
Success means
Training
Essence of career direction

Traditional deal

Winning the tournament i.e.
progress on the hierarchy ladder
Formal programmes, generalist
Linear

Transformed deal

On-the-job, company specific
Multidirectional

The source: Baruch, 2004.

Waterman et al. introduced a term “career-resilient
workforce” that supports the new career concept. “By a
career/resilient workforce, we mean a group of
employees who not only are dedicated to the idea of
continuous learning but also stand ready to reinvent
themselves to keep pace with change; who take
responsibility for their own career management; and, last
but not the least, who are committed to the company’s
success.” (Waterman, Waterman and Collard

1994, 88) They discussed shared responsibilities
and an adult-adult relationship (instead traditional
parent-child)2
between a company and its
employees in consciously building and maintaining
the resilience. Hall’s concept infers breaks into a
career path, depict career as serious of learning
stages as it is shown in Figure 1 (Hall and Chandler
2005).3

2

Adult, Parent and Child ego-states constitute the model in Transactional analysis. “Transactional analysis is a theory of
personality and a systematic psychotherapy for personal growth and personal change... An ego-state is a set of related behaviours,
thoughts and feelings. It is a way in which we manifest a part of our personality at a given time.” (Stewart and Joines 2008, 4).
3
There are significant differences between traditional life stages as described by Levinson (Levinson, Darrow, et al. 1978)
(Levinson 1996), and life that could accommodate Protean career. According to Levinson’s founding, in the period of early
adulthood (age 33 to 40) life structure is establishing, while in mid-life transition (age 40¬45) work becomes the most important
task. There is one novice phase (17-33 age) and a concluding phase (33-45 age) in adulthood development. Following Protean
career concept, reinventing oneself (e.g. even “traditional marriage enterprise” is a rare phenomenon nowadays) seems to be
repetitive process regarding the whole person.
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Figure 1. The career as a succession of learning cycles and career transition

The source: Hall and Chandler, 2005.

Many authors now envision individual, personcentred careers, in balance with family and
community, less dependent on large bureaucracies
and hierarchy, with no linear progression mainly in
one organisation (Harris and Ogbonna 2006). It
seems career becomes spiral or horizontal, and for
the majority of people, bounder-less. Herriot and

Pemberton (1995) hypothesize that career
management, looking at it from the individual
perspective, will be different for three groups of
workers: core, contractor and part-timer (as cited in
Gratton and Hope Hailey 1999, 83). Peiperl and
Baruch (1997) pointed to a variety of career options
as depicted in Figure 2. (as cited in Baruch 2004).

Figure 2. Contemporary careers: beyond organizational boundaries

The source: Peiperl and Baruch, 1997.
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The boundary-less career is the antonym of the
‘bounders’ or ‘organizational’ career. Within this
general meaning, there are also some specific
meanings: (I) career as moves across the boundaries
of separate employers; (II) career validated by
someone outside the employers, like academic
career; (III) career supported informational

network, like career of real estate agent; (IV)
organisational career after break of hierarchy; (V)
rejection of career opportunities for personal or
family reasons. They all have in common
independence from traditional organisational career
principle. (Arthur 1994).

2.2.WOMEN’S CAREER
Hennig and Jardim’s book about the women’s
career, “The Managerial Woman”, published 1979,
is grounded on doctoral research that was finished
1970. (In the same decade MIT scholars established
career theory valid for both genders and all workers,
from managerial to line.) Hennig and Jardim
discovered that women describes themselves as:
■ waiting to be chosen - discovered, invited,
persuaded, asked to accept a promotion;
■ hesitant, as waiting to be told what to do;
■ often feeling conflicted and confused about their
own goal;
■ extremely anxious when they have to deal with
unknowns;
■ difficult to deal with criticism;
■ reluctant to take risks;
■ guilty over having a career and therefore trying
to be perfect woman/wife/mother simultaneously
(Hennig and Jardim 1979).
Raised in white male culture, with no real role
models in business world, those women carve the
path for the rest. But, are women now in much better
position, especially not so assertive high-flyers,
without internal drive to fight for themselves?
Still today, women experience the majority of worklife conflicts. They use organisational opportunities
to balance family and work much more often than
man. Women opt-out, not men. Is it only the matter
of tradition and upbringing effects or the
organisational systems that were built by and for
men?
Levinson, in search for patterns in women’s lives,
differentiated three samples: homemakers, business
women and faculty members, former two named
career women. Differences in values among
homemakers and career women are so huge, that
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differences between working men and working,
women seem to be overemphasised (Levinson,
Darrow, et al. 1978; Levinson 1996). Traditional
roles between the feminine homemaker /wife/
mother/caregiver and masculine provisioner
/husband/father/occupational achiever become less
distinctive as gender splitting is being reduced
(Levinson 1996, 418).
More recent research and movements prove the
existence of difference, but point at the same time at
narrowing of the gap. According to Perrone,
researching impact of role congruence and role
conflicts on marital, work, life satisfaction, both
women and men reported parenting as the most
rewarding role. However, women in this study
participated more in parenting and house work,
whereas men participated more in career and leisure
activities. In comparison to actual time spending,
there is no differences in what they value, what
suggests:”...perhaps a new awareness is dawning
that in essence men and women are more similar
than different.” (Perrone, Webb and Blalock 2005,
237).
Mainiero and Sullivan propose a kaleidoscope
career model of women’s career in which all three
aspects are always present: challenge, balance and
authenticity. In different life stages one of them is
predominant, while other two have the secondary
role. Women make decisions having all three in
minds, and put all their relationships (with spouse,
children, parents, co-workers, clients) in context.
Man, on the contrary, come to value their
relationships more once they had made progress in
their careers, following linear career paths
(Mainiero and Sullivan 2005).
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Looking from cultural perspective, feminine culture
stated almost equal percentage of women and men
with balanced career. It seems that human
development is heading towards a stage of the
whole person, nurturing feminine and masculine
sides in each person. As Levinson stated: “...the
lives of women and men will be more variegated
and there will be fewer differences between us. The
meaning of gender will be more inclusive, complex,
and individualized. We will learn more about
biologically given gender differences and take
account of these from the narrow, culture-bound
images of feminine and masculine representatives.
Women and men will be freer to participate in both
the domestic and public worlds. We will be less
different in the ways we give and receive care: in
loving, working, achieving, competing, and
cooperating. Both genders will have a greater range
of choice in building our life structures and in using
transitional periods to change ourselves and our

lives. We will derive greater meaning and
satisfaction from every season of life.” (Levinson
1996, 419).
For the purpose of the research, the importance of
relationships for women is crucial. This fact makes
women balanced careerists even more interesting
for investigation, knowing that work is a place that
provides that value for employees, according to
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs.
All those perspectives on a career raise a question:
how to determine which way is the best for an
individual? Or, to broaden Schein’s question, how
to match individual and organisational needs to how
to match an individual with her career? That leads
back to Schein’s anchor theory and Derr’s career
orientation theory, to find out what is important for
an individual in quest for her career as a way to fulfil
her working potential, satisfy her motives and
synchronise all parts of her life.

3. CAREER ORIENTATION

Career as a long-term work history characterised by
an intended and intentional sense of direction that
allows and honours aspects of one’s personal life
(Derr 1988, p5) is intrinsically determined by career
orientation.
Derr’s career orientation theory has true “ancestry”,
although its immediate parentage is clear. Career
orientation theory is based on Schein’s anchor
theory, Drivers four definitions of career
success (linear, spiral, steady-state, transitory) and
Holland’s theory of internal and external careers

(Derr 1988, 7). Schein’s theory (Schein 1978) is
steamed from a 12 years longitudinal study. 44
Sloan School alumni were re-interviewed 10 to 12
years after their graduation. A pattern of reasons for
changes and decisions which each of them made in
their respected job histories was clear in almost all
cases. The concept of career anchor emerged as a
way to explain the patterns of decisions in early
career. Initially, five career anchors were identified,
to which three more were added later. The eight
anchors are summarised in Table 2.
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Table 2. Career anchors

Technical/functional competence: Primarily excited by the content of the work itself: prefers advancement only in his/her
technical or functional area of competence; generally disdains and fears general management as too political.
Managerial competence: Primarily excited by the opportunity to analyse and solve problems under conditions of incomplete
information and uncertainty; like harnessing people together to achieve common goals; stimulated (rather than exhausting) by
crisis situations
Security and stability: Primarily motivated by job security and long-term attachment to one organization; willing to conform
and to be fully socialized into an organization’s values and norms; tends to dislike travel and relocation.
Entrepreneurial creativity: Primarily motivated by the need to build or create something that is entirely their own project;
easily bored and likes to move from project to project; more interesting to initiate new enterprise than to manage the established
one
Autonomy and independence: Primarily motivated to seek work situations which are maximally free of organizational
constraints; wants to set own schedule and own peace of work; is willing to trade off opportunities for promotion to have more
freedom.
Service & dedication to a cause: Primarily motivated to improve the world in some fashion; wants to align work activities
with personal values about society; more concerned with finding jobs which meet their values than their skills.
Pure challenge: Primarily motivated to overcome major obstacles, solve almost unsolvable problems, or win out over
extremely tough opponents; define their career in terms of daily combat or competition in which winning is everything; very
single-minded and intolerant of those without comparable aspirations.
Lifestyle: Primarily motivated to balance career with lifestyle; highly concerned with such issues as paternity leaves, daycare options, etc.; looks for organizations that have strong profamily values and programs.
The source: Schein, as cited in Feldman and Bolino 1996.

In the period of early career young person gradually
gains self-knowledge and develops a clearer
occupational self-concept. This self-concept has
three components, which together make up the
person’s career anchor:
1. Self-perceived talents and abilities (based on
actual successes in a variety of work settings);
2. Self-perceived motives and values (based on
opportunities for self-tests and self-diagnosis in real
situations and on feedback from others);
3. Self-perceived attitudes and values (based on
actual encounters between self and the norms and
values of the employing organization and worksetting).
Concept of career anchors is broader in its definition
than all previous concept of job value or motivation
to work. The critical role of self-perceived talents
and abilities are based on actual work experience,
not on motives and values exclusively. It is not
possible to predict career anchors from the test or
school performance, but only from the real
experience, as a result of interactions between the
individual and the work environment. The career
anchor concept highlights the gradual integration of
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motives, values and abilities, in interactions with
real life career options. The original concept was
intended to identify a growing ability within a
person.
The balanced career orientation was rare in early
stages of career development before generation X
became the working-population, and usually was
the back-up position for other orientations, as it will
be described in the following chapters.
Career orientations seem to fall along a continuum
as presented in Figure 3. Getting free seems to be at
one end, clustered with getting high. Both require
some level of autonomy and challenging work,
although autonomy is payoff for getting free
careerists, and exciting work is the prime
motivation for getting high people. Getting
balanced occupies middle position. The cluster on
the other end of the continuum are getting ahead and
getting secure, not so close to each other as those
getting free and getting high, for not having so much
in common. Getting secure people is the company’s
interest put first, while getting ahead ones are more
self-centred. Both require some sort of system, to
climb the ladder or to be protected.
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Figure 3. Continuum of career orientations

The source: author.

Getting secured and getting free are polar opposites
according to DeLong (cited in Derr 1988, 175). The
first could be imagined as a typical company person
and the other as a starving artist.
While career changes its nature and definition, the
career anchors and career concepts seem to be still
very popular and frequently used, being applied in
their original use as a starting point or being
challenged. Thirty years old Schien’s model of
career anchors (Schein 1978) and Derr’s model of
career orientations (Derr 1988) are starting points
for much contemporary research. Ituma explored
the career anchors of information technology
workers in Nigeria, using Schein’s methodology,
and suggested six different anchors, namely: being
stable, being marketable, being in-charge, being

free, being balanced and being challenged (Ituma,
2006). His conclusion is that individual career
actions and decisions are shaped and constrained by
wider social factors. Career orientations were
examined on Turkish professionals (Erdogmus,
2004) and Korean women bank employees (Kim,
2004), and it emphasised cultural impact on career
orientations. In another research study, career
orientations were put in relation to organizational
citizenship behaviour (OCB), and it was discovered
that internal career orientations made a strong
impact on the level of OCB (Chompookum & Derr,
2004). The results of an organisational study in the
UK suggest how career anchor distribution data
could be used by organisations to determine
appropriate career development (Yarnall, 1998).

4. BALANCED CAREER COMPONENTS
Generation X4 is known as being more concerned
about work-life balance and quality of life issue.
Some individuals knew they wanted to build a
balanced career when still at the university, but that
idea has not been perceived as a very appealing one
to the employers, neither 30 years ago when Derr
wrote about it nor today.
On top of the employers’ expectation, all other
stakeholders of individual’s time and energy might
produce additional conflicts. Trying to satisfy the
employer, family, community, friends, many people
neglect their own wishes, desires, even needs.
The intensive literature has been produced about

4

work-family and work-nonwork conflicts, the
influence of work to leisure and work on the self.
The majority of those issues were addressed by
organisations on different levels and by different
approaches: strategic, formal by written policies,
and a more soft approach as family friendly
culture cultivation. Acknowledging them, this
research was designed as exploratory and open to
recognise documented and theoretically well
described
organisational
balance
support
mechanisms, as well as new or organisational
influences that were not found in the literature.

Generation X — roughly defined as anyone born between 1965 and 1980.
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4.1.WORK
“The career is a major life constituency - it evolves
around work, and work provides sense of purpose,
challenge, self-fulfilment, and, of course, income.
Moreover, work is a source of identity, creativity,
life challenge, as well as status and access to social
networking. Overall, one can see the career as a life
journey. Building on the metaphor of the life
journey, people can take the beaten path, or opt to
navigate their own way in the open plains”, says
Baruch (Baruch 2004, 59).
There are five fundamental human needs: the need
to find meaning in her own life, the need to belong,
the need to feel competent, the need for control and
the need for consistency. Understanding those
needs and fulfilling them in an organisation setting
“... brings out the best in themselves (managers),
others, and the organization.” (Caproni 2005, 49).
Based on the assumption that an organisation
influences all balanced components of an individual
inside and outside the organisation, it is to be
expected that the managers who understand
those needs create the environment that supports

self-development of the whole person. Buckingham
and Clifton wrote book based on Gallup study of
over two million people, identifying and explaining
34 “themes” of strengths and talents. Regarding the
career, they say that two questions are the most
pressing: the first about the field, and the second
about the role. “Themes” could not help anybody to
find the right field, but can help to “craft your role
to play to your signature talents most of the time.”
(Buckingham and Clifton 2001, 167) According to
positive psychology that underpins also the Gallop
research: healthy and successful life functioning is
based on focusing on successes and strengths, rather
than removing dysfunctions and analysing failures.
How much of that positivism people notice in the
real life? Do they build on their strengths? Do they
experience self-actualisation in their work, or is
actualisation traded for balance?
The third research sub question is: what balanced
careerists expects from their working engagements?
Do they fulfil those expectations in their working
organisations?

4.2.SOCIAL LIFE
“The study of adult development inevitably goes
beyond the focus of the self. It requires the life
course to be examined, the engagement in the world
to be studied, and to move beyond the view of the
self as an encapsulated entity.” (Levinson 1996, 29)
One of the basic human needs is belonging or
identifying with a group. This need could be
fulfilled in an organisation. However, Peiperl and
Baruch find this need threatened in the modern
economy, and propose supporting elements so as to
overcome the lack of human contacts in postcorporate career. He identified three kinds of
entities as support elements: (I) organisations that
provide a base, as identity and regular pay, of
operation s for individuals whose employment is
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contracting out to other organisations; (II)
professional bodies that offer membership and
validation to practitioners; (III) communities
(Peiperl and Baruch 1997).
The socialisation as a value of organisational
environment is one perspective. The other is
the influence of an organisation to social life
of an individual outside working environment:
family, friends, and community. In that
respect, the majority of literature addresses workfamily conflicts, dual career couples, and the
challenge of motherhood in a career. Some
accounts deal with personal and social alienation
due to work/life history factors and developmental
factors (Korman, Wittig-Berman and Lang 1981).
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4.3. SELF-DEVELOPMENT
The self-development is taking personal
responsibility for one's own learning and
development through a process of assessment,
reflection, and taking action.
For the balanced careerists, the well-being is often
used construct. “Well-being is simply a calm and
realistic awareness of satisfaction with one’s life.
To be satisfied in a realistic way with life a person
needs to be growing awareness of what is good and
meaningful in her life. For the well-being, a person
also needs to be able to adapt with serenity - that is,
to adapt flexibly to whatever may happen without
complaint or regret.” (Cloninger, 2007)
The traditional mode of the whole self is based on
unity and harmony of body, mind and soul. For the
sake of the research, addressing organisational
influence on all three parts would provide
satisfactory inside. There is a raising importance in
literature about some other than, traditionally well
elaborated, intellectual ingredients in the self of the
employees, like intuition (Parikh 1994) and
personal values (Hall and Chandler 2005), in
achieving psychological success in work. Being in
contact with intuition and understand one’s own
values requires that person should have time,
knowledge of techniques and discipline to practice
reflection and gain self-awareness.
Taking into account delayering, rising of selfregulated workforce, special knowledge workers,
teamwork and similar characteristic of modern type
of work in which the management and leadership is
part of many working roles, the managers and
leaders development literature might be used as a
good source of self-development accounts. Making
parallels between the leaders’ and children’s
development, the children as employees of the
future, Krosigk finishes his article “A holistic
exploration of leadership development”: “In the
light of an ever increasing significance for the
necessary acquisition of emotional intelligence and
control of our own life in the light of
entrepreneurship, peace in the workplace and
successful self-management can be achieved when
we have all developed ourselves adequately in the

area of emotional intelligence and interpersonal
skills in conjunction with an unshakable belief in
our own intuition.” (Krosigk 2007, 30)
Consequently,
emotional
intelligence,
interpersonal skills and intuitions should be the core
competences of nowadays employees. Evaluating
intuition in managing/living has also been stressed
by Parikh, adding intuition to intelligence, expertise
and experience as a prerequisite of maximum use of
human potential (Parikh 1994).
A question could be posed: why should
organizations care about the employees’ selfdevelopment? Parikh replies: “The thrust of
management has now turned more to “mobilising”
than just to “organizing”. This implies creating an
environment that makes better people out of your
employees, rather than just better employees out of
your people. Unless the people are developed to
their maximum potential, corporations cannot
achieve their best, reach their peak performance
level, and maintain it. This is what managing your
self is about.” (Parikh 1999)
From that position the self-development is
described as taking care about health (also through
leisure) and developing strengths through hobbies
and other than only work specific education. Based
on it, one of the more specific research question is:
how do organisations support self-development of
their balanced employees?
The church, military organisation and government
were only bureaucracies before the industrial era.
People work was intertwined with their family and
community lives. It seems there was a certain worklife balance, and it fell apart with the appearance of
the corporate organizations and “living to work”
lifestyle they had induced (Miles and Snow 1995).
The new ideas about the organizing of work
rely again on human nature, its drive to
grow and achieve. “... the individual may
once again be emerging as dominant” (Peiperl
and Arthur 2004). Miles and Snow proposed
dynamic inter-firm networks (Miles and Snow
1995), as well as Ghoshal and Barlett’s
decentralized, ‘individualized’ corporation s (as
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citied in Peiperl and Arthur 2004), “rely on the
individual’s ability to learn and adopt rather than
perform as required (Peiperl and Arthur 2004, 1).
Peiperl and Arthur stated (Peiperl and Arthur 2004,
2):”It is possible that the mid-twentieth-century
corporate career with which so many of us grew up
as a norm was in fact an anomaly in the larger
history of human work.”
Adding to the social trends, organisational
architecture of process and policies, the perception
of individual employees and the role of line

management support development of new career
(Gratton and Hope Hailey 1999). Allered, Snow
and Miles postulate that “organizational structure
dictates how careers are managed” (Allered, Snow
and Miles 1996, 18). Over time, locus of
responsibility for the individual’s career shifted
from the firm to the individual, to become a shared
responsibility between the individual and the
company in many current organizations.
Traditional and modern organizational structures
and corresponding careers are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Traditional and modern organizations and careers

The source: Allered, Snow and Miles, 1996.

Following the changing nature of the organizations
and their influence on careers, in 1990s three new
themes in the career theories emerged: (I) the
confidence in organization shift from “simple and
benign” to “complex and dangerous”, because
people expect things that cannot be delivered: the
hard workers will be taken care of; people that make
promises will be around to fulfil them; specialized
knowledge or paste achievement means future
security; (II) the reputation and employability; (III)
the psychological adjustment, meaning the shift
from linear to spiral career concept, decoupling of
the identity from the performed jobs and
to exercise discretion over the work and
learning it provides. Parallel to it, there
grows the notion that the organisation influences
career turned to the suggestion that “boundaryless”
career causes organizational effects (Arthur 1994).
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The main difference between traditional and new
career concept lies in the corporate response to its
employees’ loyalty: instead of ensuring a job for
life, companies provide employability in turn for
employees’ loyalty.
At the same time, relational contract shift to
transactional contract, in which both parties
calculate short term gains: performance outputs for
company and financial rewards plus new experience
for employees (Herriot and Stickland 1996).
To be happy and productive in such relationships,
employees should manage themselves instead
to be managed, starting with clear understanding
of their own values, motives, talents and aspirations,
and then matching them with job requirements
and
opportunities
(Waterman,
Waterman
and Collard 1994; Gratton and Hope Hailey 1999).
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Employability may seem as unfulfilled promises,
which is not accompanied with right company
policies and practices (Rousseau 2001). When
structural career scheme is not present, and
learning opportunities, education, trainings and
care for raising employees’ market value are
missing, than psychological contract, in which
security was traded for employability, is broken
and cynicism among employees raise (Pugh,
Skarlicki and Passell 2003). In the long run, trust
is diminished an individuals start to take care for
themselves only, not really considering companies
interest as the first priority (McGreevy 2003).
The shift from ‘straightforward and predictable’ to
‘idiosynchronic and confusing’ careers calls for
new motivational tools: appealing mission (e.g.
superb products), freedom to choose new projects,
share of value creation, learning and applying new
knowledge and skills, building reputation as the
ultimate resource in professional careers (Moss
Kanter 1989). Stiles considers five retention
drivers as key elements of human capital
management: (I) Organization’s reputation as a
great place to
work; (II) Satisfaction with the
organization’s leaders decisions; (III) Good
relationship with the

supervisor; (IV) Understanding the potential
career track within the organization; (V) Ability to
balance the work/personal life (Stiles 2008). Such
elements are expected to be found as the
supportive organizational aspect for the balanced
careerists also.Although a new career implies
individual responsibility for one’s own career, new
career accounts bring organisational role on the
scene again. Lips-Wiersma and Hall identified five
career development practices that should be more
central to the organisational management, in order
to support individual career development:
developing capacity and employability, strategic
integration, cultural integration, managing
diversity and communication. That does not mean
to reveal the old top-down or parental
organisational approach, but rather it could be
depicted as a ‘dance’ between the organisation and
an employee (Lips-Wiersma and Hall 2007).
To prove a serious organisational involvement in
the mass career customisation, it is worth to
mention a framework with the same illustrative
name. The mass career customisation (MCC) is a
framework that enables an adaptive model
of career progression in a large corporation.

Table 4. Comparison of FWAs and MCC









Flexible work arrangements
Exception based
Point solution
Limited in scope to where and how
much work gets done
Generally perceived as career limiting
Often not engaged in the culture
One-off; difficult to scale
Reactive










Mass career customization
Mainstream and foundational
Fluid and dynamic over time
Includes longer-term career considerations as
well as how and where work gets done
Career enabling
Engrained in the culture
Scalable
Proactive
Transparent

The source: Benko and Weisberg, 2007.

The corporate ladders have been changed with the
corporate latticing, allowing one to move in many
directions between a set and its subsets. Adjusting
pace, workload, location/schedule and role to a life

stage, characterised with all the roles one plays and
relationships one has. Differences between MCC
and FWA (flexible work arrangements) are
shown in Table 4 (Benko and Weisberg 2007, 87).
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CONSLUSION

Based on phenomenological philosophy and
explorative methodology, in this paper, there is a
theoretical analysis to the question: “How do the
organizations support or hinder the balanced
career?” Taking the three components of the
balance: the work, social life and self-development
into consideration as well, the question was
embedded in the theories on new careers, women’s
careers and organisations influencing careers.
The very research regarding organizational
support for balanced careers was put in the frame
of theory about organizations and careers.
Although, both theoretical domains are wellestablished and there is an extensive and the
challenging literature, it was concluded that career
cannot be considered as a simple construct, nor
placed into the particular scientific field.
Explicitly, there are four major scientific fields
that are constructing the career concept:
psychology with construct of personality,
sociology with social structure, education with
vocation constructs and management with
organisation of work.
Converging trends in the industrial nations are
significantly impacting the workforce and career
concept, and it is going under a serious
reconstruction because of demographic changes,
differences
between
generations,
raising
importance of well-being, self-development and
happiness in the society, globalisation and
uncertainty of job market as well as changes in the
way people work due to impact of information
technologies. It was shown, that that women
today, are experiencing the majority of work-life
conflicts. It was noticeable that women use
organisational opportunities to balance family and
work much more often than man. Women opt-out,
not men. So, one can raise a question, if fit is only
the matter of tradition and upbringing effects or the
organisational systems that were built by and for
men. Some researchers are stating that in women’s
career are three aspects always present: challenge,
balance and authenticity. So, different stages of
life are predominating one of them, while other
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two have the secondary role. When making
decisions, women are having all three in minds,
and put all their relationships (with spouse,
children, parents, co-workers, clients) in context.
On the other side, man, come to value their
relationships more once they had made progress in
their careers, following linear career paths.
Still, it seems that human development is heading
towards a stage of the whole person, nurturing
feminine and masculine sides in each person, since
when looking from cultural perspective, feminine
culture stated almost equal percentage of women
and men with balanced career.
When researching the literature, it was noticeable
that there is a vast variety of exploring on career
orientations, anchors, motivations, career paths,
and on the other hand it presents, tests and
describes different forms of organizations,
concepts to assess organizations, ways to design
them. However, accounts about the real life,
explorative research about organizations’
influence on careers are still very rare which leads
to an open question: “What do people, specifically
balanced careerists, look for in their working
organizations to enable them to flourish, to give
their best?”
In conclusion, there should be said that when
trying to satisfy the employer, family, community,
friends, many people neglect their own wishes,
desires, even needs. Also, there is an intensive
literature about work-family and work-nonwork
conflicts, the influence of work to leisure and work
on the self.
The majority of those issues were addressed by
organisations on different levels and by different
approaches: strategic, formal by written policies,
and a more soft approach as family friendly culture
cultivation.
Taking all of that into consideration, it is evident
that there is a need for a research that was
designed as exploratory and open to recognise
documented and theoretically well described
organisational balance support mechanisms,
as well as new or organisational influences.
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